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DROID 2: 7W LED table lamp. With dimmer and
colour selection CCT

 8 003910 106581 >

Colour box N/A N/A

Desk lamp 530lm (7W). Dimmable. Colour choice: 3000K / 4000K / 6500K. tactile switch. Aluminium, elegant.

DATI TECNICI / SPECIFICATION / CARACTÉRISTIQUES / CARACTERISTICAS / SPEZIFIKATIONEN

Power supply: 150
Power supply included: Yes
Type of power type: Trasformatore AC/DC
Power (W): 7
Lumen: 530
Kelvin degrees: CCT: 3000K - 4000K - 6500K
Colour: Cromato
Guarantee: 2 ANNI
Width (mm): 140
Depth (mm): 140
Height (mm): 597
Net weight kg): 0,51



DESCRIZIONE / DESCRIPTION / DESCRIPTION / DESCRIPCIÓN / BESCHREIBUNG

Desk lamp with modern design - LED desk lamp, slim and essential design for a variable white light (3000K / 4000K / 6500K) to be
combined with your study, bedroom or living room; will satisfy your need for extra light next to the sofa or in your favourite place of
reading or work. It offers a powerful light (7W and 750 lumens) but also a choice of the light shade; in fact, through the special tactile
selector, you can choose between 3 light colors: 3000K (warm white, more welcoming), 4000K (natural "day" light) or 6500K (the coldest
but also brighter). Equipped with an ultra-sensitive touch dimmer that allows you to select the ideal lighting level for work, study, reading
and relaxation, satisfying all your needs; setting of 4 degrees of brightness; it is also possible to adjust the upper arm by 180 °. The light of
the LED desk lamp is very suitable for long reading and learning because it does not produce any flicker, glare or reflection; avoiding eye
strain and offering gentle light; moreover the SMD 2835 LEDs use 50% less energy than incandescent bulbs, allowing you to save in the
long term. Aluminium alloy material - the droid 2 LED table lamp does not contain mercury or lead, no infrared or ultraviolet radiation; it
lasts up to 30 times longer than traditional incandescent lamps; the studio lamp has 24 months aimed at 100% customer satisfaction;
Velamp is an Italian company; since 1906.

DATI LOGISTICI / LOGISTIC INFORMATION / DONNEES LOGISTIQUES / DATOS LOGÍSTICOS / LOGISTISCHE DATEN

Tipologia imballo: Colour box



Link al Prodotto: Acquista Online
www.velamp.com / customerservice@velamp.com


